April 9, 2012

**JOB NAME**

YHRSP55P

**DESCRIPTION**

Online Payroll History DB2 Tables Update

JS05  PP46A  Online Payroll History DB2 tables update
JS10  PP46B  Cancel/Overpayment update (same tables)

**JCLSKEL**

JP55

**FREQUENCY**

Payroll Cycle

**SEQUENCE**

8th

**SPEC CARD**

None

**CHANGES**

N/A

**RECOVERY**

Don’t re-run
Recover DB2 Payroll History tables from Quiesce at end of Dailys.
[Re-run is OK for next Day, send e-mail to HRSLIST “No Expense Transfers”]

**OUTPUT**

None

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**

DB2 Tables to restore: *_PYH_*

RECOVERY: When ‘PYH’ tables have been restored, re-run job.